ABSTRACT. For a topological space X, we denote by 2 the space of closed subsets of X with the finite topology. If X is normal and Tx, the map F -► cl« VF is an embedding of 2 onto a dense subspace of 2^ , and, in this We give a proof of this result and establish the following XX X QX partial converse. If 2 x 2 is pseudocompact, then (3(2 ) = 2V . A corollary of this theorem is that 0(2 ) = 2^ when X is Nn-bounded.
1. Introduction and preliminaries. Our topological notation and terminology follows [3] , where the reader may find any required background material on compactifications. In particular, we denote the Stone-Cech compactification of a completely regular Hausdorff space X by ßX. For a space X, C(X) denotes the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X, and C*(X) its subring of bounded functions. The set of zeros of/€ C(X), that is,/-1({0}), will be denoted by Z(f). The family of all such zero sets of functions in C(X) is denoted by Z(X).
The subject of hyperspaces has been studied by several authors from several points of view, notably E. Michael [14] , J. Keesling [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , P.
Zenor [17] , and K. Morita [15] . For the fundamental properties of hyperspaces, our basic references are [12] and [14] . We are concerned here with compactifications of hyperspaces. In this section, we recall the definition of hyperspaces, and state several basic facts about hyperspaces which are relevant to the theme of this paper. Definition 1.1. Let X be a topological space. Let 2X denote the set of all nonempty closed subsets of X. For a subset A oiX, we let 2A = {FG2X: F G A). We generate a topology on 2X by taking all sets of the form 2G and all sets of the form 2* -2* G, for G open in X, as a subbasis. This topology on 2X is known as the finite topology and 2X, endowed with this topology, is called the hyperspace of X.
Following [12] , we make the following notational convention. For subsets A0,Ax,...,An of Z, we let BiA0;Ax,. . . ,An) =2A° nC\?=x(2x -2X~A') = {F G 2X: F Ç A0 and F n A¡ i= 0 for all i = 1,2, ... , «}. Using this notation we see that the sets B(G0;GX, . . . , Gn), where G0, G,, . . . , Gn are open in X and (J/=i G¡ Ç G0, form a basis for 2X.
We now state several basic facts about hyperspaces which we will need in the course of our discussion.
(i) 2X is compact Hausdorff <=* X is compact Hausdorff [14] .
(ii) 2X is completely regular and Hausdorff <=»• X is normal and 7, [14] .
(hi) If X is normal and 7,, the natural mapping i: 2X -*■ 2^x defined by i(F) = cl0XF is an embedding of 2X onto a dense subspace of 2ßX [8] .
(iv) The union operation, 04, B) -*■ A U B, from 2* x 2* into 2X, is continuous [12] .
(v) If X is Hausdorff, the set of singleton sets in 2X is a closed subset of 2* homeomorphic to X [14] .
(vi) Let /be a bounded, real-valued function on X. We define real-valued functions fs and /' on 2X by r(F) = sup{/(x):xGF} and f'(F) = inf {/(x): x G F}.
Then if/is continuous, so are /' and f. We have for /> 0, Z(f) = 2z(f) and, if X is countably compact, Z(fl) = 5(X; Zf/))-Identifying X with the singletons in 2X, we get that, for Hausdorff*, X is C*-embedded in 2X [14] .
(vii) If X is normal and 7,, the sets of the form B(X; Z0) U 2Zl U • • • U 2 ", where Z0, Z,,.. ., Zn E Z(X), form a base for the closed sets in 2X.
Since in this paper we are concerned with compactifications of hyperspaces, we are forced to restrict our discussion to normal 7, spaces X, for, by (ii), these are precisely those X whose hyperspaces have compactifications. If X is normal and 7,, we see, by (i) and (iii), that 2&x is a compactification of 2X. This paper is motivated by the following question. When can 2^x be identified as the StoneCech compactification of 2X1 In §2 we give a necessary condition for this to occur, a result obtained by the author, and independently by J. Keesling, who announced it in [11], namely: if ß{2x) = 2^x, then 2X is pseudocompact. §3 is devoted to the converse of this statement. We obtain the following partial converse: if 2X x 2X is pseudocompact, then ß(2x) = 2^x. A corollary of some interest is the following. If X is K0-bounded, then ß(2x) = 2&x.
We remind the reader that throughout this paper we are assuming that X is normal and 7,, and this assumption will often be used without explicit mention.
2.
A necessary condition for ß(2x) = 2ßX. Our first result gives a necessary condition for ß(2x) = 2ßx. This theorem was also established independently by J. Keesiing, who announced it without proof in [11]. Theorem 2.1. Ifß(2x) = 2ßx, then 2X is pseudocompact.
Proof. Before proceeding with the argument, let us examine the meaning of the equality ß(2x) = 2ßX. Let i : 2X -> 2ßX be the canonical embedding of 2X onto a dense subspace of 2ßx. Now to say that 2ßX is ß(2x) is exactly the statement that i(2x) is C*-embedded in 2ßX. So assume that ß(2x) = 2ßx. We will first show that X must be pseudocompact. For the sake of contradiction, suppose X is not pseudocompact. Then there is a sequence (Gn: n G N) of nonempty open subsets of X with the property that elx Gn + X GGn for all n, and such thatn"eiv ^n = 0-We may assume that cl^ Gn + X GGn for each n. For each n, we set Fn = clxGn + x, and we define the following sequence of open sets in 2X. We let G" = B(Gn; X -Fn + X) -2°" n (2X -2F" + 1) for each n. Then Fn G G" for each n. We claim that (G": n G N) is locally finite. For let A G 2X. Let p G A. Since C\n€.N ^n = &>tnere *s m integer k such that p fc Fk. But then B(X; X -Ff) is a neighborhood of A in 2X meeting only finitely many G". Therefore (G": n GN) is locally finite. Now, let V -{Fn: n GN). Since G" np= {Fn}, P is a discrete subset of 2X. So we may find a sequence (Wn:nGN)oî pairwise disjoint open subsets of 2X such that Fn G Hn for each n. Let Ü" = fi" n G" for each n. Then (U": n G A7) is a locally finite sequence of pairwise disjoint open sets in 2X, and Fn G U" for each n. It follows that V is C*-embedded in 2X. Applying the homeomorphism i, we see that {i°(F"): n G N) is C*-embedded in i(2*). Since ß(2x) = 2ßx', i(2*) is C*-embedded in 2ßX. Thus, {i(Fn): n G N) is C*-embedded in 2^. But since the F"'s descend, it is easy to see that, in 2ßX, Um"^00 i(F") = f) "ejv K^»)-Letting ¿ = fï"GAr '"(f'fi)» we see that no function on {i'(Fn): nGN) which is 0 for infinitely many i(Fn) and 1 for infinitely many i(Fn) can be extended continuously to L. But this is a contradiction, as {i(Fn): nGN) is C*-embedded in 2ßX. So we see that indeed X is pseudocompact. Now we show that 2X is pseudocompact. To do this, we use the following familiar characterization of pseudocompactness: A completely regular space Y is pseudocompact if, and only if, every nonempty G6 set in ß Y meets Y. In light of this characterization, to show 2X is pseudocompact, we need only show that every nonempty Gs in 2ßx intersects i(2x). Thus let S be a nonempty Gs in 2ßX. Let 77 = Dn&, 77n0, and let G = (inBN Gn0. Obviously clßXH Ç G. Now, for each « and / G {1,2.Kn}, Hn ¡ n 77 is a nonempty G5 in 0X. By the pseudocompactness of X, we can find, for each « and each / G {1, 2.Kn}, a point xnj in 77" ; n 77 n X. Let B = cl^{xnj: n E N, j E {1, 2, . . ., Kn}}.
Then B E i(2A') and clearly BEf) B(G"i0,G"tl,...,GntK)ÇS.
nBN "
Therefore every nonempty G6 in 2(3X meets H2X). Thus 2* is pseudocompact.
In the next section, we will establish a partial converse to 2.1. Before doing so, we offer the following two .descriptions of the relation ß(2x) = 2ßX. (ii) Let 2X be pseudocompact. Then ß(2x) = 2ßX if, and only if, every zero set in 2xis a countable intersection of basic zero sets of the form B(X; Z0) U 2Zi U • • • U 2Z»,for Z0,...,ZnE Z(X).
Proof, (i) Recall from §1 that fs is defined on 2X by fs(F) = sup {f(x): x G F }. We first observe that each /* can be extended continuously to 2ßX ■ This is immediate, since, given /G C*(X), we can extend /continuously to/" G C*(ßX), and then (fßf is a continuous real-valued function on 2ßX whose restriction to 2X (recall we are identifying 2X as the subspace 1(2*) of 2ßX) is clearly /*. It follows that every function in A can be extended continuously to 2ßx, and thus that every function in the uniform closure of A in C*(2*) may be so extended. (See [6, Proposition 5] .) So if A is uniformly dense in C*(2X), every function in C*(2X) extends continuously to 2ßx. That is, ß(2x) = 2ßX. Conversely, if ß(2x) = 2ßX, then C*(2*) and C*(2"*) are uniformly isomorphic, under the mapg-+gß, wheregß represents the Stone extension to 2ßx of g E C*(2X). In light of the preceding remarks we see that (/*)" = (fpf, for all/G C*(X). And so the converse in question becomes equivalent to the following assertion: If X is compact, the subalgebra of C*(2*) generated by the functions {/*: /G C*(X)} is uniformly dense in C*(2X). This assertion follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, since {/S:/G C*(X)} contains the constant functions on 2X, and separates points and closed sets, by facts (vi) and (vii) in § 1.
(ii) We first show that if X is compact every zero-set in 2X is a countable z z intersection of basic sets of the form B(X; Z0) U 2 x U • • • U 2 ", where Z0, Z,,. . . , Zn E Z(X). So, let W be a zero-set in 2X, with X compact. Find open sets (G": nGN) in 2X so that W = C\"BN Gn. Now, by (vü) in §1, every closed set in 2X is an intersection of certain of the basic sets in question. In particular this is true of W. So write W = D,e/ Af, where each Af is a basic set of the form B(X; Z0) U 2Zl U • • • U 2Z". For each n, W ç G", and so, by the compactness of 2X, there is, for each n, a finite subset In of I such that W Ç n,G/ A; ç G". Letting / = Une// ^«» we see tnat J *s countable and W = n,-e/ A;. Thus W is a countable intersection as required. Now, if ß(2x) = 2ßX, every zero-set in 2X is the restriction of a zero-set in 2ßX. Since ßX is compact, the representation in (ii) holds for zero-sets in 2ßX, as proved above, and so, by restriction to 2X, the corresponding representation for zero-sets in 2X is also valid. There is one minor detail to be checked here, namely, that if Z is a zero-set in ßX, then B(ßX; Z) n 2X = B(X; ZC\X). This can be verified as follows. Since 2X is pseudocompact, so is X, as is easily seen. Since X is normal, X is countably compact, and every closed subset of X is countably compact and C*-embedded in X. So, if A G 2X, chx A -ßA. If Z is a zero-set in ßX such that (cl^ A) n Z i= 0, then (dßX A) n Z is a nonempty zero-set in 0A Since A is pseudocompact, indeed countably compact, it follows that (dBX A)C\Z meets A. That is, Z n /I = (Z n AT) n .4 # 0. Therefore ZJ(0X; Z) n 2X = B(X; Z n X). Now, for the converse of (ii). We assume that 2X is pseudocompact, and that every zero-set in 2X has the indicated representation. Observe that, since the functions/1 and/' on 2X extend continuously to 2ßX, namely to (fßY and (fßj, every basic zero-set 2Zl U • • • U 2Z" U B(X, Zn + X) in 2X is the restriction of a zero-set in 2ßX. This is clear from statement (vi) in §1. Now since a countable intersection of zero-sets is again a zero-set, if every zero-set in 2X has a countable representation as in (ii), we conclude that every zero-set in 2X is the restriction of a zero-set in 2ßX. Together with the pseudocompactness of 2X, this enables us to conclude by [1, 4.4] that 2X is C*-embedded in 2ßX, that is, 0(2*) = 2ßX.
3. The main theorem. It is our aim in this section to establish a partial converse to 2.1. Now to find sufficient conditions for ß(2x) = 2ßX is to find conditions which imply that 2X is C ""-embedded in 2ßX. In this approach, we are asking when will 2ßX have the properties, as a compactification of 2X, that characterize ß(2x) as a compactification of 2X1 Without question, this is the most obvious and most direct means of approaching the condition 0(2*) = 2ßx.
However, the approach taken here is to reverse the roles of 0(2*) and 2ßX. We take the point of view that 2ßX has the nice properties, and that the relation ß(2x) = 2ßx says that certain structure on X imposes these properties on 0(2*). That is, we propose to describe 2ßX as a compact extension of 2X, and try to determine when 0(2*) has the same description. The key to this approach is that 2X and 2ßx are topological V-semilattices. 2ßX is a compact V-semilattice containing 2X as a dense sub-V-semilattice, and continuous V-homomorphisms 2X -► 7? extend continuously to 2ßX. We thus describe 2ßX as a compact, algebraic extension of 2X, and determine conditions when 13(2*) enjoys this algebraic structure.
We first recall the definition of a topological V-semilattice. Definition 3.1. A V-semilattice is a set Y, equipped with a binary operation V that satisfies the following identities. If y is a V-semilattice and we define, for a, b E Y, a < b to mean that a V b = b, then < is a partial ordering on Y relative to which every pair of elements has a least upper bound. Indeed, in this ordering, sup {a, b} = a V b. Whenever we speak of order in a semilattice it is always of this natural order. We say a V-semilattice is y-complete, if every nonempty subset has a supremum. A topological V-semilattice is a V-semilattice Y equipped with a topology relative to which the V-operation is continuous. When speaking of topological V-semilatrices, terms like compact V-semilattice, continuous V-homomorphism, carry their obvious meaning. Proposition 3.2. 2X and 2ßX are topological V-semilattices. 2ßX is a compact V-semilattice, and the natural mapping i: 2X -► 2ßx is a topological isomorphism of 2X onto a dense V -complete sub-V-semilattice of 2ßX. Every continuous V-homomorphism from 2X to R extends to a continuous V-homomorphism of2ßx into R.
Proof. The first statement follows from statement (iv) in §1, the V being the usual set-theoretic union. We know that the map i is a homeomorphism, and clearly it preserves the operation. Therefore i is a topological isomorphism of 2X onto a dense sub-V-semilattice of 2ßx. The natural ordering involved in these semilattices is just set-theoretic inclusion. Thus each semilattice is V-complete. Now i(2x) is a V-complete sub-V-semilattice of 2ßx, since for [A¡: j G 7}_C 2*> V/e/ i'04/) = V/e/ clßX A¡ in 2ßx is just clßXi\JjeJ clßX Aj) which equals dßxidxQJjejAj)) which lies in i(2*).
To prove the last assertion, let g be a continuous V -homomorphism from License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2X into R. (R, of course, carries the natural V defined by a V b = max {a, b}.) We claim that g preserves all suprema. For, let {A¡: i GI) ç 2*. We show that «(Vie/ «/) = ¿(cl* U/e/^/) coincides with \li(BIg(Af). Clearly, since g preserves order, \l¡e.iS(Af) < g( V,e/ A¡). For the sake of contradiction, assume Vie/^j) < s(\/¡si A¡). By continuity, we can find a basic neighborhood B(G0; Gx,...,G")oï \ji&IA( = cl^U,^,-in 2X such that TG B(G0; Gx,..., Gn)~g(T) > \/ieig(Ai). Now cl^U/e/^ e B(G0; Gx,. .. , Gn) so we can find, for each / = 1, 2, . . ., n, an index i¡ GI so that A¡. n G; =# 0. Letting P = U,"= \Ah, we see that P e B(G0 ;GX,..., Gn), and thus that g(P)> V,e/¿?C4,). But P = U"=i -<4;.> and g preserves finite joins, so that g(P)=g(\/ a\ = V g(Aif)<\l g(Af).
This is a contradiction. Thus g preserves all joins, and this establishes our claim. Now,letf = g\{{x):xGX). ThenfGC*(X). We claim that g = fs.
But this now follows easily, since, for TG 2X,
g(T) = g(w {x)) -V g(ix))= V /(x)=/J(r).
\*er / xsr xer (We have thus shown that every continuous join homomorphism 2X -> R has form /*; it is easy to see that each fs, for /£ C*(X), is a continuous V-homomorphism.) The continuous extension to 2ßX asserted in the proposition is simply
We thus see, by this proposition, that comparing ß(2x) with 2ßX involves casting 0(2*) in the role of an algebraic extension of 2X with the properties in 3.2. We shall see, in the following theorem, that pseudocompactness enables us to impose the required algebraic structure on 0(2*). Theorem 3.3. Let 2X x 2X be pseudocompact. Then there is a ^-semilattice structure on 0(2*) relative to which 0(2*) is a compact \'-semilattice, and 2* is a dense, sub-M-semilattice.
Proof. Let u denote the continuous join operation on 2*. Being a continuous map from 2* x 2* into 2*. u has a Stone extension uß from 0(2* x 2*) into 0(2*). But 2* x 2* is pseudocompact, so by Glicksberg's Theorem 1 of [5] , 0(2* x 2*) = 0(2*) x 0(2*). Thus u has a continuous extension uß: 0(2*) x 0(2*) -*• 0(2*). The map uß defines a continuous operation on 0(2*). It is readily verified that uß defines a V-semilattice structure on 0(2*). In order to check that the three identities in 3.1 hold for the operation uß, one observes that, in each case, the identities are valid on a dense set, and since the identities are continuous functions of their variables, they hold everywhere. The remaining assertions in 3.3 are immediate. When the occasion arises, we will denote ix "(s, t) by s V t, for s, t E ß (2* ).
At this point we may pose the following question. Do 3.2 and 3.3 give enough information so that, with the assumptions in 3.3, we are able to conclude that 0(2*) and 2ßX axe identical compactifications of 2*? This is indeed the case, but to prove it we will need several facts about topological V-semilattices. The first two facts are standard and easily proved results about compact V-semilattices, while the last two results are much more technical. We will content ourselves here with stating these results without proofs, giving appropriate references in each case.
3.4. Let AT be a compact V-semilattice. Let (xa : aE D) be an increasing net in K. Then \/aeD xa exists, and \/aeD xa = limaSD xa. If (xa : a E D) is a decreasing net bounded below, then A aez> xa exists and Aaez> xa = Keßx« (see [13] , [16] ).
3.5. A compact V-semilattice is V-complete ( [13] , [16] ). 3.6. Let /be a V-homomorphism from a compact V-semilattice S onto a compact V-semilattice 7. If/preserves the suprema of increasing nets and the infima of decreasing nets, then /is continuous [13] .
3.7. Let K be a compact V-semilattice. Then the continuous V-homomorphisms of K onto metrizable compact V-semilattices separate the points of K. (See [7, p. 49] .)
Now it is easy to see that, in 2X, the join of a subset S Ç 2X is the limit of the net of its finite subjoins, the net being directed by the finite subsets of S . This fact is tacitly proved in 3.2 in showing that continuous V-homomorphisms from 2X into R preserve suprema. From this fact, we see that 2X is a V-complete subset of any compact V-semilattice K in which 2X is a sub-V-semilattice. Indeed, if S ç 2X, then, by the above remarks, the join of S in 2X is the limit of the increasing net of its finite subjoins. These finite subjoins in 2X are the same as the corresponding joins in K. But, by 3.4, this net converges to the join of S in K. Thus the join of S in AT coincides with the join of S in 2X. That is, 2X is a V-complete subset of K. In particular, this statement is valid, in the case that 2X x 2X is pseudocompact, for the compact V-semilattice K = ßi2x).
We now have all the necessary tools to establish the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.8. 7,ei 2X x 2X be pseudocompact. Then 0(2*) -2ßX.
Proof. By statement (vi) in §1, X considered as the singletons in 2X is C*-embedded in 2X. Thus the closure of this copy of X in ß(2x) is a copy of ßX. So, there is a homeomorphism «: ßiX) -*■ /3(2*) such that «(x) = {x} for eachx EX. Since ßi2x) is the largest compactification of 2X, there is a quotient map Q: 0(2*) -* 2ßX> whose restriction to 2* is the identity on 2*. We endow 0(2*) with the V-semilattice structure described in 3.3. Since Q is a V-homomorphism on a dense subset, by continuity, Q is a V-homomorphism. Since a supremum is the limit of its finite subsuprema, by continuity, Q preserves all suprema. Now, we define a mapping F: 2ßX -*ß(2*) by F(5) = Vpes«(p). Note that F\ßX = h. We claim that F preserves joins. For, let 04,-: i G 7 } Ç 2"*. Then VF04,)= V Kp), «=/ peu¡eiAi and f(\J a\= F (clßX\J a) = V "(p).
Clearly V/6/F04,-) < F( WiBIA¡). To prove the reverse inequality, let « = V F04,.) = V A(P).
,e/ peu^^i,.
Now the set {/ G 0(2*): í < a} is clearly closed in 0(2*). So, by the continuity of«, {p E ßCX): hip) < a} is closed in ßX. Since this latter set evidently contains U/e/ A¡, it therefore contains cl^ U/e/ A¡. So, for all p E cl^ U,e/ A¡, hip)<a. Thus fN a\ = F(cl^ U Ai) = V < a = V F04,).
Vie/ / x xe/ / Peclßxu/e/j4i iei Combining the two inequahties, we conclude that F preserves joins. Now consider the map Q ° F: 2ßx -*■ 2ßX. By the continuity of Q and h, Q ° F is the identity on ßX (that is, on the set {{p}:pE ßX}). Since Q and F preserve joins, so does Q ° F. So if 5 G 2^*, we have Ö°F(5) = ß°F{/V {pA = V Ô°F({p})= V {p}=S. \p£S / p<ZS pBS Thus, Q » F is the identity on 2'3*. It follows that F is one-to-one. Let L = F(2ßx). Since L contains the pseudocompact 2X as a dense subset, 7, is itself pseudocompact. Thus F is an algebraic isomorphism of 2ßX onto the dense, pseudocompact sub-V-semilattice L of 0(2*). We now show that F is continuous. Now, if the topological V-semilattice 5 is a sub-V-semilattice of a compact V-semilattice, then a map G into S is continuous if, and only if, R ° G is continuous for all continuous join homomorphisms R of S into metrizable V-semilattices. Indeed, by 3.7, .S" has the weak topology generated by such 7?. Thus, to show F: 2ßX -*Lis continuous, we prove that if R: L -*■ M is a continuous V-homomorphism of L onto a metrizable V-semilattice M, then R° Fis continuous. But, for any such R, M must be compact, since M, as a continuous image of L, is pseudocompact, and every pseudocompact metric space is compact. Thus R ° F is a map between compact V-semilattices. Since R is a continuous V-homomorphism, R preserves all joins. Since F is an algebraic isomorphism, F preserves all joins. Therefore R° F preserves all joins. The same type of argument shows that R ° F preserves decreasing meets. Appealing to 3.6, we see that R ° F is continuous. Thus F is itself continuous. Thus F(2ßX) is compact. Since the image of F contains 2* (2* is a V-complete subset of 0(2*)), we conclude that F(2ßx) = 0(2*). It follows that F is a homeomorphism of 2ßx onto 0(2*) fixing 2* pointwise. Therefore 2ßX = 0(2*). Remark 3.9. It seems quite plausible that the pseudocompactness of 2* is equivalent to that of 2* x 2*. This would establish the converse to 2.1. The author has not been able to resolve this question, and leaves it open to the reader. Even if the exact converse of 2.1 holds, it is unsatisfying in a very significant way. It does not describe the relation 0(2*) = 2ßx in terms of properties of X. What is needed, of course, is a description of the pseudocompactness of 2* in terms of X. Some progress on this question may be found in [4] .
It is [8, Theorem 5] that for normal, 7*, spaces X, 2* is N0-bounded if, and only if, X is N0-bounded. Since N0-boundedness is productive and implies pseudocompactness, we obtain the following corollary. Corollary 3.10. Let X be normal, Tx, and Unbounded. Then 0(2*) = 2qx
Remark 3.11. The technique employed in 3.3 to impose algebraic structure of the Stone-Cech compactification can be applied to rather general situations. For example, if we are given a completely regular topological algebra A of a given type, pseudocompactness can be used, just as in 3.3, to obtain an algebraic structure on 0,4 of the same type, relative to which ßA is a compact topological algebra, and A a dense subalgebra. This can be used to compare an algebraic compactification to the Stone-Cech compactification whenever the algebraic extension is uniquely determined. In particular, this method can be used to give a version of the Comfort-Ross Theorem 1.2 of [2] ; for a totally bounded topological group G and its Weil completion G,ßG = G if, and only if, G is pseudocompact.
